Jane Voigts' 
COMEDY QUESTIONNAIRE!  

Please return by MONDAY, DECEMBER 2


Hey friends,

I was wondering if you could help me out a little.  Should be fun!

I'm writing a book about comedy and the Bible.  Specifically, I'm looking at the journey of Abraham and Sarah that leads to the birth of Isaac (meaning "laughter") and what that suggests about how and why humor is (or at least should be) at the foundation of Judeo-Christian spiritual practice.  Really!

As  part, I want my book to be rich in anecdotes and illustrations of funny stuff and laughter-inducing experiences culled from "the real world" and the world of entertainment.  These personal stories and ideas will bring to life what the Bible is trying to say, plus will make the book super fun to read.

I would love to hear from your life and imagination what is and has been funny and laughter-inducing for you.  Doesn't need AT ALL to be "sacred" or "appropriate for church."  I promise to keep everything anonymous so feel free to share whatever.  And pass this questionnaire along to others who might enjoy providing their input.  

Unfortunately, I won't be able to include everything, but I hope the experience of bringing to mind and sharing some of the comedy of your life will bring healing and happiness to your soul in any case.

Feel free to write your responses here or on a separate page.  E-mail back at kairosagogo@gmail.com.


Please pick out THREE of the questions below that you would enjoy answering.  If you could include one example of something funny involving the church, religion or spirituality, that would be especially helpful.


Again, all you need to do is pick THREE of these.  Enjoy!!  And THANKS!!!

*1*  Please tell me about something funny that has happened to you, in your life (even if at the time what happened didn't seem funny at all); something you now enjoy sharing with others.  
*2*	Tell me about one of your favorite funny movies or tv shows.

*3*  Tell me a favorite joke.  (Does NOT need to be "church appropriate.") 

*4*  Tell me about a favorite piece of "found humor" (i.e. a comic strip, photograph, knick knack, newspaper clipping, etc.)?  Feel free to send a copy - I of course will honor all copyrights for whatever I might publish.


*5*  Tell me about a funny thing you've heard about or saw at church, or in the church's ministry in "the outside world"?  


*6* Tell me about a time when you got in trouble for laughing, or doing something funny.

    
*7* Tell me about a time you witnessed "inappropriate laughter" (i.e. cruel laughter, laughing at the "wrong time", "naughty laughter", etc. - whatever strikes you as inappropriate, made you or others uncomfortable)


*8* Tell me about the most exciting "spiritual adventure" you've ever had.  What were 	some of its key characteristics?  Was humor a part and if so, how?


*9*  If you are a comedy/joke writer (professional or not), how would you describe the process of finding the punch line?


*10*  Tell me about an experience when you screwed up royally yet somehow you "slipped through the cracks" and didn't get in trouble or injured as maybe you should have.  


*11* Tell me about an experience when something really delightful or funny happened in the midst of, or as the result of, a difficult or painful situation.  Maybe it involved you, or maybe someone else.


*12*  Tell me about how you have employed "cleverness" in your life.  (Could be the creation of clever Halloween costumes or Christmas presents, a campaign slogan when you were running for class president, a practical joke you pulled on someone, etc.)  How have you witnessed "cleverness" in others, out in the world?


*13*  Why do you think humor/laughter/comedy is important in our lives?  In our spiritual lives?   


*14*  Who else should I talk to/what other resources would you recommend I check out?

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Please give me your contact information, if you wish:

Name:

Address:


e-mail:

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Thanks so very very much.  And I hope your day is filled with grace, delightful surprise, and funny words like "rhubarb" and "hoopla."  

Blessings,

Jane xo 
- please return by December 2 - 



